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CASE 3-16509AT 7 3-16509 12/13/18 

Declaration and response to divisions reply to my initial declaration 

on 12/7 /18 for actions and motions to be ordered by the commissioners. 

Dear Mr. Field and Ms. Shields ; 

In retrospect I must get this off my chest and I declare under the laws of the united states that 

the foregoing is true to the best of my knowledge. I know if willfully untrue that I will be 

punished I 

I may be wrong about the unconstitut'ionality of the in house with respect to their requirement 

that the SECs rule making it mandatory that a lawyer is no longer an acceptable requirement for 

defendants to ask forl But in my case without one I cannot defend myself 

. ,  

default as I cannot e  and keep up with a 3month schedule ,that was supposed to be a one 

year and the sec average is 19months.thats the way judge Murray intends to cheat me of time 

again .Judge Murray found that since Judge Feolak, may have to handle twice the workload 

when Judge Murray threw her off my preremand case she will compress justice and take her 

fraud as a violaters' violater; to eliminate the time. Just as in judge Feolaks' workload she 

purposely injected herself in a scheduling change as Judge Feolaks case load was alleged to be 

so great then that she flipped her out of the case to get Judge Grime's her ringer, to dissolve 

the postponement in the face of a finding of irreparably harm to me I 

But IM NOT WRONG ABOUT JUDGE MURRAY, THE ADJLS' AND THE ENFORECEMENT DISCIONS', 

THEFT OF MY LITIGATION FUN ED AND MY TIME AS THEY ALL KNEW AND HID THE FACTS THAT 

THE ADJLS THEY ASIGNED THE CASES TO WERE NOT ARTICLE 2 APPOINTED. That fraud shines 

overhead and was responsible for my and 150 other defendants; inhouse theft of our litigation 

funds and for theft time. Had the supreme court known this fact they would have disbarred the 

entire gluttonous SEC staff. Its grand larceny a and my case alone the theft of my litigation fund 

requires adjudication and not from Judge Murray; who I have already motioned her to recuse 

herself and she won't hear- it as she wants to jam a 3month hearing down my throat when i 

can't even do it in one year! 

.. This is no longer a case test of guilt vs innocence but a case that leads anyone who realized 

that the ajlsa and the former commissioners were in bed with enforcement to fix Dodd Frank 

cases .If the asumptions in house are defendant guilt at the outset than a pro see not defend 

himself as im not a trained lawyer and don't know how to eliminate the natural bias inhouse 

against the defendants I.. 



[the prior commissioners under Mary Joe White and the adjls with McGraths enterprise inter 

connected and consisting of the enforcement prosecutors" assigned to my case and the 

investigators" that took the Brady as john and Jane Does are all co- conspirator's and McGrath 

enterprise members lln addition since they work together and collaborate the strategic plan to 

the detriment of the defendants as extrajudicial contact is not permitted but ill bet a million on 

the fact that Judge Murray Judge Grimes and enforcement chief in my case had many of them 

outside my lawyers. They are all on the same team and they all believe that anything goes from 

subornation of perjury, perjury, theft of assets and defendants are all fair game. Well we are 

not. I can't defend myself, don't have the time in each day and   more than 

i can say by my neglect of her when i try to respond to the garbage sent my way. 

The SEC enterprise and the McGrath enterprise sought to conceal it[the article 2 violations and 

just go on fixing cases before adjl violaters. They share in the guilt of permitting the adjls to 

pretend they were constitutionally appointed when they each knew it was a farce and that call 

into question who can we believe in.??only the federal district court. 

I was offered $75,000.00 in complete settlement when he [McGrath] knew I did not have it up 

front, he knew I was a felon up front and he knew the evidence I submitted in the vacate order 

disproves each and every allegation in the complaint and in fact demonstrates the falsity of the 

wells' and the complaint. The last 4years have intentionally inflicted emotional distress, and 

that intentional infliction of emotional distress can be seen in the moving papers. Its' part of the 

suffering I and Joan went thru and the trauma resulted in  as  has a lot to 

do with it. This case went caused severe damage to usl T 

hat is the key reason that I'll not be judged by those persons who colluded and conspired to 

keep the truth under the table and hide the violations of the constitution by going thru the legal 

manipulation to give the impression that they were real honest to goodness Judges when in 

fact they defrauded us to believe that. I feel like I've been raped and now the rapist have been 

put in Judgement of me ... The Supreme court did not exonerate them for their criminal activities 

as posing like a real article 2 appointed judge when they were In actuality inferior officers 

acting like they were superior officers and therefore independant tryers of fact.Its not 

consistent with the cure as anyone knows once a rapist gets away with it that more collussion, 

more conspiracy will surely follow victim I they are given the chance to do so. As a matter of 

fact the rapists must be advertised so that people don't let them get at their child I In this 
similarity this commission must rule on my motions im one of your children before this 
submission with respect to vacate, dismissal, stay judge Murray etc Give me the recourse stolen 

from me so i can hire an attorney to represent me as I can no longer handle   , 

old, have more on my plate than anyone can imagine and based on that truth I 

I ask this commission to right the wrong. I motioned for a stay of this case and pending the 

enforcement of the settlement pending the litigation fund return motion, I asked to refile or 

sign this fresh new case to the federal district court as this commissions own rules mandate all 
TRO motions for ill persons as its schedule is more flexible and offers the defendant a safe 



haven for his case. As the time frame of the speedy hearing is rules not conducive of rules 
360and 300!. I was barred out of federal court on the day the complaint was issued and 4 hours 
before it was issued. I asked for a TRO for medical reasons! Its refusal was accomplished by an 
exparte hearing wherein the SEC had omitted the mandate jurisdiction fact and used Dodd 
Frank to cover the first right to assigning venue and jurisdiction to the enforcement division . 
They hide the mandate from the federal judge and only showed her what they wanted leaving 
out the material information as judge is supposed to be furnished and McGrath carried it on 
down when his WELLS submission eliminated all the exculpatory evidence . 

. Please read the lux deposition the Nwugugu admission he prepared the ppms' not I in his 
Chartis claim of 12/12/121 l l The adjls took the cases of defendants in house under false 
pretenses and were guilty of fraud perpetrated against those they were to judge the 
defendants 'If they did itS,000 times over the 10years that the enterprise existed the inhouse 
adjls are guilty of being members of the SEC enterprise not the agency but those who enjoyed 
compensation for ruling against the defendants and for the Commissioners who initiated the 
complaint!. All the adjls' chose to act like they were not violators when they were. Every one of 
the 150 cases given by Judge Murray and each and every adjl that accepted them under false 
pretenses knowing the falsity of acting as a appointed judge according to the constitution that 
they violated represents a fraud against humanity and me They cannot rule against me with 
these outstanding complain[s]t to be filed if the case continues as its unjust to appoint a 
person[s]who defrauded me to know judge me as innocent don't you think?. Enforcement is in 
it up to its hips as they precipitated the perpetration of the fraud by appearing in each case 
they filed knowing that in house was fixed.1 

What's the punishment when an officer[s] of the court fixs cases ie; about 5,000 over 10 years 
as predicate acts of the adj ls and enforcement and the old commissioners" under Mary Joe 
White each litigation fund .. They and she knew by assigning cases and accepting cases and 
ruling on cases before an inferior judge was not only not kosher; but violates the criminal and 
civil laws under a RICO act. That they were violating our rights pretending that they were senior 
officers of the court instead of being inferior was already a treble damages case backed up b te 
Supreme court. e I They defrauded all of us. 

The Adj ls were imposters of the court and on the payroll of the SEC with a fiduciary to find guilt 
where non might have existed. They were in essence hanging judges spitting on our form of 

judicial fairness. I can't stomach that fraud and the perpetrators of it by acting as if they were 
something they were not. They each should have not have accepted any case as a sign of justice 

and solidarity I But they all accepted the fraud as a way of life. Only Judge Feolak tried to do 
the right thing and when i heard judge McEwen in the AG investigation of the SEC in his 

8/15/15 letter to Commissioner Mary Joe White; to stand up for justice and be forced to resign 
because Judge Murray ordered her to increase her guilty judgements up to par with the other 
adjls and with Judge Murray not contravening her actions as reported by Judge Mcwen then I 



knew that the inhouse scam is a ruse to find guilt where non exists by fake superior judges that 

were inferior judges and not empowered to find! 

We are entitled to a fresh start will not be about getting one as the arch villain appointed 

herself to my case. She and the others are felons' They defrauded me of my rights by posturing 

themselves as independent article 2 appointed. I They now can no longer judge these cases as 

the cases are the baggage of the fraud they perpetrated against us. 

I want federal district court. I want judge Murray to recuse; but she refused and i want all adjls 

that participated in the fraud they collectively perpetrated en mass against us to recuse 

themselves this time if they have any self respect. 

If they don't than explain to the supreme court why any in house defendant should dare believe 

that a thief forgiven wont steal again I ?'Why any adj I who wasn't punished for fraud should be 

put into the very position of good faith that they proved they violated to the disadvantage of 

the people they were supposed to give a straight shake to I IThere is no way any defendant 

whose theft started with the adjls can ever believe that they will receive a fresh start or a fair 

shakes as wether its judge x or judge Y judge Y will side with judge x as judge Murry switched 

off the judges cases with the next judges cases so that all they need to do is state ... "hey 

.. "'ive got yours and you have mine so lets make sure we don't cross each of our prior rulings 

etc prior guilt finding and visa versa to ensure neither rules against the prior judges voided 

decisions" 

.Other wise the same will happen to them 11 am also very Ill ,I cant stay as a pro see any the 

adj ls ,old commissioners and enforcement persons know that if the do not respect my rights as 

a defendant that they will end up holding an empty bagl. The litigation fund was stolen by theft 

and fraud and deception of me. I cant defend myself. I will not kill myself and i think that any 

law firm that did not explain what happened to each defendant is also culpable . 

I must spend every working hour in . I do not have the time to spend and the 

stress associated with this case will  I As if I attempt to defend this case with out an 

attorney I will ; as such attempt will lead to  and or  .. This is a full time 

chore. So if the settlement is not enforced as it should be if the commission orders the 

transcript of the Judge Murray hearing on the scheduling which I opposed and motion that it be 

voided by this commission until the motions are heard. It should be changed subject to my to 

be assigned lawyers' discretion with the court. As its he who has to appear. And that is the 

reason i could not agree with the schedule. I asked for a year and she denied me and i asked 

she recuse herself and she denied me, I asked for litigation funds return and she denied me as I 

could not agree with as my lawyer was not in the meeting until I can retain it and that requires 

$$$$ I was defrauded out ofl that the Agency force the employees to put it upl as they owe it 

to me.as does Judge Murray and the 4 enforcement crooks. I Kevin McGrath, Nicholas 

Kolondny,Barry O conell, leslie Kazan 



If not it wont matter as i already know the collusion and conspiracy they and the enterprises 

they are a part of have again attempted to put the fraud behind them but they cant put it 

behind me .. I made settlement and I want this commission to enforce it as Judge Murray will 

not and come up with some kind of justification for an on the record settlement in which I gave 

McGrath what he wanted and he then threw 75 time my capability to ,as me as if there were 

not a meeting of the mind, when there was I 

Then judge Murray denied my request for a new Wells report of the division to contain the 

exculpatory evidence the division had so i don't have to fight straw men consisting of allegtions 

alleged from the lips of the investors who lied on their subscription and chap 11declarations 

which I pointed out to Judge Gambreddela and her trustee and they found in my favor and 

against the WMMA investor and officers as I demonstrated the perjury and omission of fact. 

Indeed the judge was confronted by the same allegations as enforcement made here in the 

wells and judge Gambredela found that they were full of it.! 

I realized the Presiding judges was the ring leader of the theft by her fraud and deception I 

knew the filth under the carpet of our SEC adjls and judge Murrays in particular I Judge Murray 

cant say she was article 2 complaint officer and adopt the power of that nor can the 

enforcement officers conceal the facts associated with Judge Murray scheme that they are not 

inferior officers when they were ! The facts that led to over 5,000 inhouse cases that risked and 

defrauded 6,000 defendants in house. The supreme court did not let them feign a position that 

violated the constitution and now im standing in between and not caving in nor do i have the 

strength to carry the ball myself. Judge Murray ,led a fraudulent inducement case[and she 

participated as well]. She was the leader and let its article 2 fraud be heard by the public 

opinion and adlj verdict of guilt! She can default me but i will not give a judge who defrauded 

me before remand ever judge me again. And since im too ill to defend I ask this commission to 

right the wrong . 

. Little did the Supreme court know of my charges and if they did they would have agreed that 

non of the adj ls that perpetrated a fraud by accepting a defendants case while they were 

inferior officers and under the commissioners Aegis can be hidden; the supreme court found in 

Lucia VS SEC that all of the adjls enterprise members that would implemented the very same 

fraud if they switched defendants to cover eachs' respective backs I However; if they chose a 

federal district court judge[s] to hear the tainted cases and appointed all new cases to the 

inhouse adjls than no conflict of interest could arise and at present it's the same old same old 

as to think adjjs committing the fraud they all committed that gave rise to Lucia would not 

happen again by the adjl group covering for one another as the adjls committed frauds' against 

the defendants(' 



With Judgei111urray as enterprise members leaders , they would have appointed the de��
d · - �n ants to the fede I court and those new cases to the Adjls rule I Simple and not potentially ro ... --=,b. 

the defend a s of their innocence or guilt,as is judged by a federal district court judge.! --.-h:ng

removing th from even the taint of a conflict of interest as Judge Murry assigned her� e
l
f 

my easel Kno ·ng I accused her of fraud before remand .. My accusation that judge Mur-
--

to 

Judge Grimes I my case when Judge Feolak granted a postponement and then he disso-• ...:::t 
postponement er her finding that if he did id be irreparably harmed played into Judg� er 

Murrays hand. ,the addjls committed fraud on their own defendants' and by not refu� i 
case based on n involving them self in a conspiracy as inferior officers to fix the cases --=:�";ha

Commissioners c plaint s allegations' doomed all their respective 150 cases of fraud 
e

perpetrated again 'the defendants just as Judge Murray had not contravened former a �j I lilianMc Ewens' declarat n that judge Murray wanted her to find a larger percentage of def� 
lt'l da ,

guilty as the reason · e resigned from the adjl conspiracy to defraud the Defendants' w.._ i le
nts 

they were inferior o · ersl. 

Federal district court j ge and the adj ls can accept those defendants that would have et�

the federal district cou ·udges. No harm can be done and a whole lot of litigation for�
st

:;,:: 
by herself a violator of a icle 21 .. 

All the enforcement pers nel that participated in the fraud against defendants owe ea ct) f treble in damages as they ere and still are members' of an enterprise whose mission vvas c;h 
us

theft of justice and the the of my time and the theft of my litigation fund by fraud and 
e 

deception, by subornation perjury and commission of perjury and coercion. 

At this stage i request that th commissions hear my motions.  and ask that you stay Ju
d e Murray, that you find a settle ent was made after your request a transcript of the heari l"lg .. 1 

g 

request that The Wells letter b voided and that enforcement provide a fresh start Wells as th Wells submitted excluded all ex lpatory information and if included there would be no 
e 

complaint, Since the old wells w� submitted to the old commissioners who were in bed With
the adjls as they both violated thd.constitutions' appointments clause and as such were both
on the same side. This commissio is now controlled by President Trump appointees and l"h; 
gives rise that the Old Wells was sy ptomatic of a disingenuous letter that the facts are 

5 

contravened so to get at the RES its portant that my attorneys start at the beginning as the
old wells doesn't provide a fresh sta , abd that you receive the fresh start at the begining .• 

The other motions are documented i�my 12/11 submission to you.

Respectfully 
� q� 

E M Daspin Pro See------



case number 3-16509AT 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ON 12/13/18 I SERVICED UPS TO REMIT THIS SERVICE EDWARD M DASPIN----

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. THE HONORABLE DONALD J TRUMP 

THE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES THE HONORABLE MICHAEL PENCE 

THE HONORABLE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE, PAUL RYAN 

MR FIELD OR THE COMMISSIONERS (3 COPIES) 

MS SHIELDS {l COPY FOR THE JUDGE BRENDA MURRAY; 

MR MCGRATH, MR KOLODNY, MR O'CONNELL, MR SHAPANKA, MR AGOSITINI, MR LUX, MR L CHESTER MAY FOR MKMA & ME 

FOR CBI, MR LUIGI AGOSTINI {CORPORATE STAFF, MR GARY KRENSEL CORPORATE STAFF) 




